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This is to inform you that in the meeting held in Dusseldorf on 25 January 2014 the CMAS Board of Directors approved the following documents:

- Underwater Target Shooting International Rules – Precision;
- Underwater Target Shooting International Rules – Biathlon;

These rules, copies of which are attached in English, will soon be translated by CMAS into French and Spanish too.

We are also pleased to inform you that our Federation has been authorised by CMAS to organise an Underwater Target Shooting Course for International Judges.
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The Course, as reported by Prof. Alberto Azzali in the meeting of the CMAS Underwater Target Shooting Commission held in Brescia on 16 November 2013, will be both theoretical and practical.

The theory part will consist of sending to each participant a CD or DVD with the rules of the discipline and further information about CMAS and Underwater Target Shooting activity; the practical part will entail inviting participants to attend the forthcoming Italian Championship, due to be staged in Lignano Sabbiadoro (UD) from 6 to 8 June 2014.

The Course will be reserved for one or two ATHLETES NO LONGER ENGAGING IN COMPETITIVE ACTIVITIES, for each of the Nations represented within the International Commission, namely Italy, France, Greece, Russia and Ukraine.

FIPSAS will meet all participants' expenses during their stay in Lignano Sabbiadoro (UD).

The Technical Management of the Course has been entrusted to the Chairman of the CMAS Underwater Target Shooting Commission, Prof. Alberto Azzali.

In order to allow this initiative to proceed, we ask you to notify both FIPSAS (email: subacquea@fipsas.it) and Prof. Alberto Azzali (email: alberto.azzali@fipsas.it), by 10 March, of the name and relative email address of at least one non-competing participant willing to attend this Course.

We are counting on your utmost collaboration on this matter with a view to training a suitable number of International Judges for this discipline.

We thank you and send our best regards.

The General Secretary
Pasqualino ZUCCARELLO